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Many thanks to everyone who attended the workshop. The level of engagement and enthusiasm on sustainability 

issues was evidenced by the breadth and quality of promising ideas that emerged from the discussion. This post-

workshop summary draws out the main themes from the event, as well as providing round-ups for each of the 

break-out groups. It concludes with one or two pointers as to how you can take your project(s) forward in the future. 

Headline Themes from the Workshop 

• Formalising Academic-PSS Engagement: The need for a clear framework that institutionalises collaboration in a 

managed and coordinated manner. Regular meetings between academics and PSS. Sustained, strategic dialogue 

between appropriate people, and regular briefings / call-outs on upcoming projects requiring academic input. 

• Problem-Solving Approach: Estates could identify and publish problems and priorities, inviting academics to offer 

advice. There are clear benefits to utilising existing expertise when tendering upcoming projects, even if only to 

assist with early ‘ideas phase’ or with preparation of briefs for external partners.  

• Data Hub: Making data available in a single location, easily accessible to all staff and students to use for projects. 

• Student Experience: Student internships and student projects a massively underused resource. Plenty of 

opportunities on campus for students to gain practical work experience.  

• Valuing Sustainability Work: Explicitly linking campus sustainability projects to the academic impact agenda. 

Possibility of providing a small grant allocation fund set aside specifically for campus sustainability projects. 

• Celebrate Our Achievements: The importance of publicising good work in order to encourage similar projects. 

• Future-Proofing: There is a clear imperative to plan for a future environment /climate, for example by designing 

buildings that are adapted to take into account the effects of climate change. 

• Community Engagement: Greater number of sustainability activities that involve the university’s neighbours.  

• Leveraging Research Funds: Working together across professional boundaries on bids linked to Estates projects. 

 

Thematic Group Summaries: Project Ideas 

Buildings  

(Colin Hughes, Geoff Levermore, Damian Oatway, Steve Jordan, Helen McGlashan, Magda Sibley, Dean Whiteside, 

Anas Bataw)  

• Solar Power: Utilising solar power to directly supply emergency lighting. Circumventing DC-AC conversion issues 

by supplying lighting directly using PV.  

• BIM Workshop: Forthcoming workshop in September to look at Building Information Management (BIM) and the 

opportunity to embed BIM within Civil Engineering and Architecture programmes. 

• Regular Academic / PSS Project Meetings: Meetings every semester to agree and prioritise that are then 

developed by students or academics. Academics can also submit ideas to their relevant Head of Faculty Estates. 

Energy 

(Ian Cotton, Patricia Thornley, Teresa Chilton, Helen Cutts, Neil Stubbs, Mike Billington) 

• Geothermal Impact Assessment: Assessing the performance / impact of the geothermal / ground source heat 

pump systems in the James Chadwick Building. 

• Energy and Building Occupancy: Carbon implications of heating empty buildings and storage facilities. 

• Comparison of Building Efficiency Ratings: Opportunity to look at various efficiency ratings, evaluating different 

criteria – what does a green building look like, and how is Manchester performing against different standards? 

• Campus as Exhibition for Research: More visible demonstrations of research on campus to staff and wider public. 

For example, section of building wall using innovative cement can become a mini-research exhibition with plaque. 

Also: Waterloo Terrace as a high profile opportunity to advertise sustainability at Manchester, with, for example, 

solar panels, retrofitting, and external partnerships with technology companies.  
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Landscape 1 

(Diana Hampson,  James Evans, Clare Robinson,  Jenny Rowntree, Vladimir Jankovic, Mohammad Rahma, Frank De 

Vocht, Georgina Mills) 

• Campus Tree Survey: Academics with the knowledge to assist with this type of landscape project, even if not for 

the entire duration. They could help in the early stages, for example by reviewing project briefs.  

• Green Roofs Impact Assessment: Project to monitor performance, impact and biodiversity characteristics of 

existing green roofs over time. Assessing the case for further roll-out of green roofs across campus. 

• Oxford Corridor Sense / Smell Trail: Walking tour to take in different sensory experiences along the corridor. 

Great opportunity to engage with local community – tours that encourage local people to visit the campus. 

Landscape 2 

(Emma Gardner, Nicola Walker, Carys Jones, Ross Jones, Duncan Thomas) 

• Student Sustainability Tour: A biodiversity / sustainability tour offered to newcomers to the university. Combines 

practical campus orientation with awareness-raising on green issues. 

• Student Water Usage: Estates would like to know more about temporal change in student water use, and how 

attitudes to water use change, for example as students move from university halls to private accommodation. 

• Living Lab on Oxford Road: Using the publicly available air quality and traffic data being collected along Oxford 

Road for student projects, in the process contributing to the methodological literature on Living Labs. 

Engagement 1 

(Helen Dobson, Andrew Hough, Andy Karvonen, Babis Theodoulidis, Azar Shahgholian) 

• Alumni Engagement: Consulting alumni as either sponsors or experts on sustainability projects. Further 

strengthens projects while demonstrating an active legacy of engagement by alumni with the university. 

• School Energy Performance: Monitor energy consumption of different schools against baseline that takes into 

account differences in basic requirements between schools. Requires ready access to data. 

• Transport / Travel Research: Research needed on travel, parking, behaviour among staff and students. Evidence 

needed to make big decisions at the university. Research on campus that informs university policy could be very 

powerful, placing a foundation for effective interventions to incentivise behaviour change.  

Engagement 2 

(Julian Skyrme, Arthur Nicholas, Chris Cutts, Josephine Mylan, Fumi Kitagawa, Lucy Millard, Lynda McIntosh, Kate 

Sapin) 

• Eating Habits Project: Possible collaboration between SCI and FMHS on the psychology of eating habits and the 

carbon implications of different diets. Great opportunity to further engage FMHS with sustainability agenda. 

• Asthma and Air Quality: FMHS and specialists on occupational health could link environmental issue of air quality 

with health implications. Could also to investigate future implications of climate change for air quality. 

• Living Lab Spin-Out Projects: Budget allocated to each Faculty specifically to fund innovative Living Lab projects 

that promote collaboration between academics and PSS. 

Next Steps 

• The University Living Lab team is now working towards institutionalising academic-PSS collaboration with a new 

website and formal management structure. Please feel free to contact us at any time for an update. 

• We would like to encourage you to send us information on any sustainability projects that are completed, 

currently underway, or being planned so we can add this to the database and create case studies. 

• We would also encourage you to brainstorm new projects ideas and contact us if you need help in identifying 

suitable partners or assistance with developing a project team. 

• In order to bring as many of the projects above into fruition, please contact a relevant group member to continue 

the dialogue. To get more information about a particular contact’s area of expertise and sustainability activity, 

please consult our sustainability database at:  http://universitylivinglab.org/sustainability-databases 


